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1. 1916 Japanese Handwritten Journal with more than 140 Pages

Handwritten journal, entirely in Japanese. Hardcover,
5.25x7.5 inches. Endpaper maps of Asia. Fair/good
condition, with a section of (unwritten) pages detached,
cover shows considerable wear and spotting. One page is
a calendar that shows the year 1916 in Roman numerals,
all else in Japanese. A printed
page gives information on then
Emperor Taisho (Hirohito’s father)
and the empress as well as Hirohito
who was then crown prince;
another has information about daily and seasonal characteristics. Approximately
140 pages are fully handwritten. One page is a New Year’s card, but the other
subject matter unknown, likely personal observations or activities. Some
supplemental pages with other printed information.
$275

2. An 1896 Hong Kong Chinese Dictionary and Phrasebook
Chinese dictionary, phrasebook or lesson book, 1896. The book appears to be complete, but there is no
title page; several pages are dated 1896. Softcover wraps, not paginated, but approximately 200 pages.
Appears to have been written and printed in Hong Kong, though this is not directly stated. Solidly
bound, but very fragile. Worn and aged, with chips to page edges and corners (some corners entirely
missing) and first few pages have tears with some loss of text. Some loss of paper on the spine.

Numerous misspellings of the English words. The “dictionary” is not in English alpha order but may be in
order in Mandarin. The words listed may represent those deemed by Hongkongese to be useful when
dealing with English-speaking foreigners. Several pages, including the first two, give examples of
receipts, memoranda and letters in Chinese and English. One is a request for a leave of absence. One
page has three sample business cards in English with the Chinese to the right-hand side. Several pages
give sentence examples in Chinese and English: “There are two men in the street…He is accustomed to
smoke opium...Hire a coolie for me.” The bulk of the book consists of the words in English and Chinese.
Separate section for fruits, vegetables and flowers. A quirky, uncommon piece. SOLD

3. San Francisco’s Chinatown as it was in the Early 1900s
Old Chinatown. Genthe, Arnold. Irving, Will [text]. New York; Mitchell
Kennerley, 1913. Second edition. Hardcover, with attractive gilt titles and
design on the front cover. 90 photographic illustrations. Very good
condition – a few stray light marks to back cover, one to front.
A collection of images of people and places in San Francisco’s Chinatown
at the beginning of the last century, along with narrative about the area.
Genthe (1869-1942) was
an important German
American photographer.
A self-taught
photographer, he was
fascinated by the Chinese
section of the city, and
his iconic photographs
comprise the most complete record of that part of the
city prior to the earthquake of 1906. This second and
expanded edition of Genthe’s work has twice as many
images as the first edition (which had only 47). $175

4. Vintage Woven Silk Textile Depicting Qingdao, China
Vintage textile woven in silk showing a panoramic image of Qingdao (Tsingtao) China. 8.25x33.5 inches.
Fine condition. The Mandarin reads: Hangzhou-Shanghai Qi Wen Art Silk Weaving Factory
Manufactured by Weaving (Qingdao Panorama). No date is given, but the Mandarin characters are not
the simplified characters used since 1949, and the images of the buildings as well as the number of them
suggest it is well before that. St Michael’s Cathedral with its two spires shown in the banner was
finished in 1934, so likely late 1930s or early 1940s.
Easily recognizable are the Huilan Pavilion at the end of Zhan Qiao Pier, Qingdao Protestant Church in
the center, and possibly the Colonial Headquarters Building to center right. $175

5. Program from Shanghai’s Grand Theatre, 1938
Grand Theatre, Shanghai, program for Saturday April 23,
1938. Three-fold program in both English and Chinese.
4.5x7.75 inches folded. Very good condition.
The program features a current showing of Penrod and His
Twin Brother, plus other short features. Full page ad for
upcoming showing of Tarzan's Revenge. The center page
gives the day's program. One entire page in
Mandarin. The Grand Theatre opened in 1933 on West
Nanjing Road. A new theatre in Shanghai sports that
name today. $50

6. A Study of Animal Husbandry in China in the 1940s
The Livestock of China. Phillips, Ralph; Johnson, Ray G.; and Moyer,
Raymond T. Washington DC: United States Printing Office, 1944. Initial
signed by Ray Johnson. Paper wraps, staple bound, 5.75x9 inches, 174
pages. Many photographic illustrations charts and maps. Johnson was
head of the department of husbandry, Oregon State College. Uncommon in
commerce. Very good condition,
light bump to right bottom
corner.
In 1942, according to the
introduction, the United States
government sent American
technical specialists to assist in the Chinese war effort; the
Chinese had particularly requested technicians in animal
breeding and range management. Twenty-five specialists
went, including Phillips and Johnson, and spent a year in
China. The book is a result of their work and was sent to China
as well as used within the United States. The information
covers various types of livestock, including camels, donkeys,
horses, cattle, water buffalo, sheep, goats, yak and more.
Interesting photographic illustrations, many of which show
Chinese at various tasks. SOLD

7. The Meiyintang Collection of Chinese Porcelain
The Meiyintang Collection Part V, An Important Selection of
Imperial Chinese Porcelains. Hong Kong: Sotheby's, 2013.
Published in conjunction with a sale in Hong Kong at the Hong
Kong Convention and Exhibition Center, April 8, 2013.
Gorgeously illustrated in color. Hardcover, 9x12 inches, 178
pages. Text in English and Chinese. Excellent condition, like
new. The collection is one of the greatest formed in the last
60 years, portions of
which were once
exhibited at the British
Museum and in Monte
Carlo. $150

8. Japan’s Secret Agenda in Manchuria in the 1930s
Japanese Emigration to China. Chen, Ta. New York: Chinese Patriotic
Committee of New York City. c1921. Softcover wraps, 6x9 inches, 42
pages. Many charts. Very good condition, with tiny chip top center of
front cover.
The author provides a compelling
perspective on Japan’s activities in China
in the years prior to invading Manchuria
in the early 1930s. The publication aims
to counter Japan’s rationale that her
commercial and industrial expansion
into China at the time was meant only to
find outlets for surplus population – and
offers instead an argument for hidden
military and territorial motives. The author believed that Japan meant to
make Manchuria a military colony and exposes steps being taken, including
monopoly of agriculture, engaging in peacefully disguised military
preparedness, and demoralizing Chinese by ‘immoral acts” – particularly opium smuggling. $85

9. Two 1920s letters from an American Presbyterian Missionary Serving in Shanghai, China
Two one-page typescript letters, with original envelopes,
written by noted missionary to China Reverend H. G. C.
Hallock. One dated January 24, 1925 and one dated
February 15, 1929. Envelopes have return address of
Shanghai, China. One hand signed and one with typescript
signature. Both very good condition.
Henry Galloway Comingo Hallock (1870-1951) was a
graduate of Princeton Theological Seminary (1893-96) and
Presbyterian missionary in China for almost 50 years. He
took a post in China immediately after graduation and later
became involved in independent missionary work and teaching in the theology department at the
University of China, Chenju, Shanghai from 1925-27. He was fluent in Chinese, translated Christian
material into Chinese, and published Hallock’s Chinese Almanac, which answered questions for Chinese
about religious matters. The letters are part of an ongoing campaign to solicit donations. Both letters
describe Chinese New Year festivities and customs, including dragon parades, firecrackers, gambling,
and the holiday’s connection with money. The 1929 letter notes that the Nationalist Government tried
to suppress New Year celebrations but could not. Interesting impressions from this well-known
missionary, particularly about a perceived Chinese preoccupation with money. $100

10. An Uncommon Book on Japanese Archery
Kyudu. [Archery]. Takeshia, Jo. Japan: September 30, 1928. Flexible hardcover, 5x7.5 inches, 326
pages. Entirely in Japanese. Tiny label to inside front cover from
Fuzambo in Tokyo, where the book was originally purchased and
stamp dating November 16, 1929 from the private library of J. M.
Imamura. Many photographic illustrations and calligraphy pages
including several foldouts. Very good condition. Attached ribbon
bookmark. Attached to the first endpaper is an article from the
Osaka Asahi newspaper about a person who made a bow that
would be presented to the emperor (this has caused offsetting to
the opposing page).
The book is a guide to Kyudu “Heki ryu” (Heki method) of archery,
which was invented in the 15th century and in which the author was
trained. In addition to the narrative about archery, there is also
discussion of life in Japan in general and mental and physical training for people who haven’t learned
the skill. It also describes designing and building a shooting range – and an official ceremony which is
still practiced in Japan when building residential or commercial buildings. $160

11. A Comprehensive Illustrated Directory of Japanese Americans and Their Businesses in the West in
1936 --Shortly before the Internment
The North American Times 1936 Edition Year Book. Seattle:
North American Times, 1936. Flexible hardcover, 324 pages of
Japanese and English directory; more than 100 pages of
Japanese text and more than 70
of photographic similar to those
shown here, as well as old ads.
Extensively illustrated. Very good
condition. In original cardboard
slipcase which has some chips to
edges.

The North American Times (Hokubei Jiji), now called the North American Post, was founded in Seattle in
1902; it is the oldest Japanese language newspaper published in the Pacific Northwest. It was issued
until 1942, then ceased due to the Internment, and restarted in 1946. This volume is the third edition of
the year books (also 1915 and 1920). The directory lists Japanese American businesses and residents in
Washington, Oregon, Montana, Idaho, Nebraska, Colorado, Nevada, California, Wyoming, Utah, Alaska
and some Canada – not long before the Internment would drastically change things. Names are given in
Japanese and the street addresses are in English. The photographs show Japanese American families and
individuals, school and sports groups, businesses (some with people in front of their businesses),
residences and farms, with captions. The captions are in Japanese but a few subjects are easily identified
due to signage – Sanyo Soy and Noodles, Jackson Photo Studio (Seattle), Hongwanji Buddhist Church
(Tacoma), Oregon-Washington Railroad [station], and a page with images of Seattle including Smith
Tower and the waterfront, Chief Seattle, and the birthplace of Seattle monument at Alki. SOLD

12. A British Silk Merchant Imprisoned as a Spy in 1824
Personal Narrative of Two Years Imprisonment in Burmah. Gouger, Henry.
London: John Murray, 1862. Second edition. Hardcover, bound in full leather
with gilt decorations and five raised bands on the spine, gilt rules to cover.
Frontispiece and five other full-page illustrations. Hinges slightly cracked,
mostly at upper front hinge. Light scuffing and wear to edges and corners.
Henry Gouger (1799-1861) was a British
silk merchant who went out to Burma in
1822. From 1824-26 during the First
Anglo-British War he was a prisoner of
war, accused of being a spy. The
narrative covers his trading activities; his life in Ava, the ancient
capital; events leading up to his capture; the hardships of
imprisonment; and his subsequent release. He had a special
appreciation for the Burmese people. $150

13. A Woman Missionary’s Life in Burma in the early 1800s
Memoir of Mrs. Ann H. Judson Late Missionary to Burmah Including a
History of the American Baptist Mission in the Burman Empire. Knowles,
James D. Boston: Lincoln & Edmands, 1829. Second edition. With foldout
map of Burma and frontispiece portrait of Judson, with tissue
guard. Hardcover, full leather, with gilt titles in a red band on the
spine. 4.5x7.5 inches, 324 pages. Firmly
bound, some foxing to map, offsetting to
facing (first) page of text. Random writing on
inside back cover.
The author was the pastor of the Second
Baptist Church of Boston. The subject of the book, Ann Judson (17891826), was one of the first female foreign missionaries. She was married to
Adoniram Judson who also served in Burma (40 years). Their life there was
difficult, to say the least, as she lost three babies, her husband was
imprisoned for a time, and she died prematurely of smallpox while in
Burma. (Wikipedia). $100.

14. A Call for Missionaries to India in 1832
Monthly Paper of the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign
Missions. No. V August 1832. Disbound article. Four pages. One
illustration of the American Mission Chapel at Bombay, which was built in
1823. Very good.
The narrative on the first page gives the history of the Chapel. The following
three pages are an appeal written by Gordon Hall, an early missionary to
Bombay, to churches in the United States.
The American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions was one of the
first American Christian missionary organizations, founded by graduates of
Williams College in 1810. Their first missionaries were sent to India in 1812,
and Gordon Hall (1784-1826) was one of that group. His appeal was written
shortly before his death and published after. In its Hall decries the small number of missionaries serving
a country as large and populated as India – even as he recounts the good work having been done by the
few. “Now we have a chapel—more than thirty school-rooms—and the Scriptures and tracts for
distribution – while hundreds of towns and villages…are supplicating for more mission schools—millions
of people calling for Scriptures and tracts, and preaching…” At the time this was published there were
only six American missionaries in Bombay. $60

